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Sin* neu* DartteUimg dtr LnbninMchen MonadtnWire auf Grand dtr QiuiUn.
Von EDTJABD DnxMASK. Leipzig: 0. B. Beisland, 1891. Pp. x., 55J6.
Circumstances have delayed, and must gtill a little farther delay,

notice of this elaborate piece of work. It is the production of a man
who certainly has studied his author, and who also is of opinion that
nobody before him has been able to lay hold upon the true Leibniz.
Whether he is right where he departs from current interpretation of the
philosopher (which he finds at it* best in Zeller's Gttch. £ dmttdun Philo-
•op&ie), and whether he is in some of his main contentions as original as
he gives out, are the queatiops to which some answer should be forth-
coming. It is rendered unnecessarily difficult by his manner of oiting
Leibniz's works, and even unpardonably difficult by bis alwayB substitu-
ting a translation of his own for the philosopher's words. But there is
too much evidence of labour and thought m the book for attempt at
answer not to be made.

Btitragt ntr GetehiehU dtr Phikaophie du MitUlaltert. Ed. by Dr. CL.
BIUMLBB.

Bd. L, Heft 1. Die dem Boethius falschlich zngeschriebene Abhand-
hmg des Dominicus Gundisalvi de Unit&te. Ed. with commentary
byDr. P. COBRBMB, Monster, 1891.

Bd. i , Heft 2. Avencebrolis (ibn Qebirol) Fons Vits, ex Arabioo in
T îm^Tp translates ab Johanne Hispano et Dominioo Gundisalvi,
ex codioibus Parisinis, Amploniano, Columbino, primum ed. Cii.
BITTMKKB. Fasa i.

It is with the utmost satisfaction that those interested in the hisiu.,,
of philosophical questions must hail the first fruits of the important
work undertaken by Prof. Baumker. The vague generalities with which
it hat been customary to treat the development of metaphysical reflexion
in the Middle Ages nave been gradually yielding to. a more apprecia-
tive and better-informed estimate of the ideas of these times, but lor full
comprehension of the connecting links and most significant conceptions of
medieval thought the indispensable mum™, a collection of the relative
texts with careful exegetical study of them, is as yet largely wanting.
Prof. Baumker's enterprise bids fair to fill up this ituwiTm. in our know-
ledge of an important stage in the development of human culture, and
we wish it every success.

Of the second of the two parts of his BtitrUgt now issued, containing
portion (parts L and ii.) of the Font Vita of ibn Gebirol, a more
detailed notice must be deferred until the whole text, with such historical
and philosophical commentary as the editor gives, is before us. We call
attention at present only to the importance of the work which Prof.
Baumker has on hand. Ibn Gebirol under the name or names (Avice-
bron, Avencebrol, Avicebrol and the like) given to him by the scholastic
mogrmfja, Albertus and Aquinas, had long been an object of interest to
historians of philosophy, and even after the important contributions to
knowledge of his personality and work made by Munk, and more
recently by Outtmann, there still remained much to be done. The Font
Vita has been known to us only in the abridged version of Falagnera,
from which MunVs translation in the Melanges (1869) was taken. Now,
for the first time, we shall have in its complete form a work that has
exercised remarkable influence on the development of medieval thought,
and that discloses to us in a most interesting fashion the filiation of
ancient and medieval ideas. An account of the four MBS. used by the
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editor is promised for the forthcoming number of the BdtrUye. The
work of editing seems to have been accomplished, BO far, with the utmost
fidelity and with excellent judgment.

The tract, De Unitate, which Dr. Correns presents to us, is in itself of
much less significance than the Font Vita, but it has a quantity of
curious literary history attaching to it to which the editor in his com-
mentary, occupying the greater portion of the number (pp. 12-49), does
full justice ana on which his labour sheda the clearest light He is able
to show that the tract bears manifest traces of an origin much later than
Bcethius, to whom in a confused way it is in certain MSS. assigned, that
it emanates from a Christian writer, and that its ideas in substance, and,
in large part, in form of expression, are drawn from the Fora Vita of
ibn GebiroL And he gives the strongest grounds for the conclusion that
the real author of the tractate was the well-known translator, Dominions
Gundisalvi, to whom in one MS. at least, that of Corpus College, Oxford,
it is formally assigned.

Dot SchUdUe alt Oegmuiand dichterucher Darttellung. Vortrag gehalten in
der Oesellscbaft der Litteraturfreunde zu Wien. Von FRAN2
BRBNTANO. Leipzig: Verlag von Duncker & Humblot, 1892.
Pp. 88.

The problem Professor Brentano essays to solve in this lecture is—
"Why should the depiction of Moral Evil, both in Comedy and Tragedy,
be such a favourite theme with poets and dramatists ? With regard to
Comedy, he thinks the solution easy. Evil in its very nature is absurd
and ridiculous, and the best material for Comedy is, therefore, found in
all kinds of moral depravity.

In Tragedy, we have to seek deeper for the cause of the fascination
exercised by the portrayal of the repulsive, the sad, and the sombre.
Especially, as Professor Brentano points out, does tragedy delight in
the triumph of injustice. Why is.the innocent Antigone buried alive?
Why should the virtuous Hippolytus meet such an untimely fate ?
Why should the ingenuous Romeo and Juliet be overtaken by such
a mournful destiny ? Professor Brentano regards the problem under
discussion from three points of view. (1) The peculiar dignity of the
subject (2) The possibility of artistic treatment (8) The popular
taste (p. 19).

There is an element of sublimity in unmerited suffering which har-
monises with the lofty aims of tragedy. The God of Tragedy is not a
petty schoolmaster dealing promptly to each his due with rod and prize.
Nemesis works in a wider sphere, and it is the business of the tragedian
to throw into contrast the ephemeral tyranny of man and the eternal
justice of fate.

A^ain, the tragic artist seeks for heroic types of human action and
passion, and these he finds most readily in scenes of sin and sorrow.

Besides, variety is the soul of art, and it is the troubled waters of
existence that best reflect the grandly picturesque.

Finally, as Professor Brentano urges, the tragedian must appeal to
public sympathy. Before all things he must create an effect—ne must
keep his audience on the poise of expectation. Now nothing is better
calculated to arouse gusts of sympathy than the representation of—

" The spurns
That patient merit of the unworthy takes ".

As a psychological explanation of the absorption of an audience by
painful spectacles, Professor Brentano refers to Aristotle's dictum, that


